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CBSE EXPRESSION SERIES

The 3rd CBSE Expression series for
the students from class 3 to 11 were
conducted. Students actively
participated in various activities
like painting , essay writing and
poem writing .Virat A from class  
5A, Tanirika Naidu from class 9A
and B M Vaisnavi Pai from class 8A
got the certificates.



BHARATIYA BHASHA MAHOTSAV

The Janma Jayanthi of Mahakavi Subramania Bharati was
celebrated throughout the country as Bhartiya Bhasha
Mahotsav.It is a festival for enjoying the beauty of
languages,its diversity , various costumes, multi-cuisines and
to experience the feeling of oneness across the length and
breadth of India.

Students of Class 4 celebrated Bharatiya Bhasha Mahotsav
by dressing in different attires of Indian states. They
exhibited their attire in a multi-linguistic style through a
ramp-walk on Friday,15th December 2023. The audience
were enthralled and enriched with an awareness of the
significance of this celebration.



YOUNG AUTHORS FAIR

Students participated in the Young
Authors Fair and published their
book under the website
“bribooks.com”. 12 students got
Published Author Certificates.



SCIENCE EXHIBITION

CBSE has organized a
regional-level Science
exhibition. Tarunya V of Class
IX participated under the
Health category and
presented her project - An
eco-friendly room freshener
and repellent, which was
appreciated by the judges, as
it was made out of
biodegradable materials and
natural oils. Her project was
selected for the second level
of judgement.



SPORTS

Karnataka State Cricket Association
League games was organized by BTR -
Cup. Students from classes VII to X
participated under 14 and under 16
category. In both the categories they
won the first match. Few of our students
were selected to play for clubs under
open category.



BHAGAVAD GITA
CHANTING COMPETITION

Karnataka Sanskrit Vishwa
Vidyalaya organized
Bhagavad Gita chanting
competition. Vrishvardhan
Sharma of class II
participated in Sampurna
Bhagavad Gita chanting
and received first place. It's
a pride moment for Vishwa
Vidyapeeth as he will be
participating in the
National Level which will be
held at Ayodya in the month
of March.



FIELD TRIP

Students of class V visited Gandhi Krishi
Vigyana Kendra (GKVK) on 12th January.  
The field trip  was insightful as they
visited Agrometeorology section to gather
the information on weather parameters. 



FIELD TRIP

Students of class VI visited Gandhi Krishi Vigyana Kendra
(GKVK) on 18 th January. The educational trip was

notable as they visited the Sericulture section to gather
information on silkworm rearing and silk production.



FIRSTIN MATH CONTEST

Students participated in a
Mathematics Problem
Solving Tournament
organized by Firstinmath..
Certificate of recognition
was presented to Principal
Ma’am Ms.Shanthi
Seetharaman . 



RAM MANDIR CONSECRATION

The live screening of Pran Pratishtha
ceremony of Ram Lalla idol at Ram Temple in
Ayodhya was telecasted   across all the
classes from I to XI  on January 22.



VALEDICTORY FUNCTION

The objective of the valedictory address is to allow the
graduating class to bid a farewell to the students and to
the school, as the graduates prepare to disperse and to

begin the next phase of their lives.
To celebrate this journey VishwaVidyapeeth organised

the Valedictory function titled " Sampoornata" on
27.01.24.

The theme of the program was to acknowledge the
accomplishment of the young graduates.

The function was ornated by different art forms
performed by students and staff to etch a memory for a

lifetime.
Apart from the impeccable and inspiring speeches by the

Director and Principal, parents too contributed in
sharing their experience with our school and provided

positive feedback for all our endeavours.
Overall it was an incredible moment to be cherished

forever.



ETHNIC DAY

Ethnic Day offers an opportunity
for students to embrace and
appreciate the beauty of culture
and tradition. It was celebrated on
Tuesday, 23/12/2024. Students of
class 11 Science conducted a
conventional assembly on Ethnic
day. They promoted the essence of
age-old customs and traditions
that have helped forge other
civilizations. The assembly ended
with a melodious bhajan on Lord
Shree Ram.
The campus was charged with
ethnic atmosphere. The students
made the day more colorful by
wearing traditional attire.



STUDENT LED INTERHOUSE
SPORTS COMPETITION

The student led Inter-house competition at Vishwa
Vidyapeeth, catering to students from classes I to XI
was a thrilling showcase of talent, teamwork, and
sportsmanship. The event not only fostered healthy
competition but also promoted camaraderie and a

sense of unity among the students. It was a
resounding success, leaving lasting memories for all

participants and spectators alike.



SANKRANTI FESTIVAL CELEBRATION

Just like the kites in the sky, may
your dreams soar high this Makar
Sankranti! 

Makar Sankranti is the first Hindu
festival that is celebrated with
great pomp and enthusiasm
across India. It is a major harvest
festival celebrated by Hindus
across India but different states
celebrate the festival under
different names, traditions and
festivities.To make our dear
students aware of this a special
assembly was organised
celebrating
Makar Sankranti which marks the
end of winter as well as the
beginning of longer days.This
period is considered to be very
auspicious.
In order to celebrate this
auspicious event, the students of
grades 5 to 7th performed a folk
dance of Punjab popularly known
as lohri.



REPUBLIC DAY
 Vishwa Vidyapeeth Group of Schools celebrated the
Republic day with great eclat. The day swelled the

hearts of each one with faithfulness and the feeling of
devotion to our motherland.

A Grandiose March past inclusive of the students, staff
and the parents through a

human chain from the CRPF Quarters was a
scintillating and picturesque demonstration

of the start of celebrations. The band team led the
Director, Smt. Suseela Santosh, Principals of all wings

and the Chief Guest Air CMDE Tarun Kumar
Sinha(Retd),Defence Banking Advisor for Bank of

Baroda. The Chief Guest hoisted the National flag and
everyone silently pledged to uphold the honor and

integrity of the nation by
singing the national anthem. The Divine Dance of

Energy on this Republic Day was dynamic and
beautiful as the inaugural dance by CBSE students. The

welcome address and felicitation was captivating.
Chief Guest addressed the gathering by appreciating
the efforts of all stakeholders and motivated everyone
to imbibe the essence of steadfastness. The students

guided and trained by the teachers presented a
medley of patriotic displays inclusive of dance

drama,tableau of folk music and culture, yoga display,
cycle show. No page was left unturned as the

management took pride in felicitating teachers on this
auspicious occasion of Republic day. Our honorable
Director dedicated the celebration to the undying

human spirit to triumph in the face of adversity and
touched upon the measures being taken by the nation

to help the citizens tide over the economic crises. 
The Grand finale was a spectacular show of jingoism

and enthusiasm. Parents rendered a
few stirring feedbacks. In the end, the program

concluded by distributing sweets to all
the students and staff.



PARENT TEACHER MEETING

Parent Teacher Meeting was conducted on Saturday, 27th
January for students across the classes 1 to 8.Parents felt
that PTM is an opportunity, a collaboration and a step
closer to understand and foster their child’s growth
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TEACHER’S CORNER

SMT. ASHWINI S V
DEPT OF KANNADA 



TEACHER’S CORNER

SMT. SULOCHANA 
DEPT OF ENGLISH

Discipline is one's ability to understand that it is better to be tough on
oneself, and in the bargain enjoy the  ease of living.

Nature follows Discipline and this is known as the Discipline of Reality.
The sun rise and the sun set,the full moon day and the No moon day, the

systematic  seasons , the birds coming back to their own trees and
building new nests every year  after migration for thousands of miles are

all ample examples of the nature of this priceless  value-discipline.
This  is a behavior that encourages each one to obey the set rules  by an

authority.Discipline establishes a good basis for being independent,
punctual, focused, motivated and staying organized in life.It is important

for every phase of life and helps to achieve success and fulfill dreams.
Self-discipline helps in increasing confidence in people. A disciplined

person can stay focused and stay committed to goals.  
Everyone’s life revolves around discipline. From childhood to adulthood

it plays a crucial role in every phase of human life. Some of the places
where discipline is important are the school, colleges, and universities.
It is essential to boost confidence and focus to achieve goals.Discipline

is important in all stages of life and in all walks of society.
Similarly, discipline is very important in a student's life. Staying

disciplined in the golden period of a student's life helps to study and
pursue their aims  so that they are stress-free.It also helps in shaping

the personality of a student.Discipline allows a child to concentrate on
their studies, obtain the marks required, and prepare well for the future.
All these things are essential for the success of students.. Moreover, it

helps one to become physically and mentally fit. Thus discipline is
helpful and must be  practiced with determination.Those who are
obedient at school are a representation of  learning discipline. If

implemented properly, this greatest and timeless value is the mantra of
success.

DISCIPLINE 


